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Abstract - This paper is focusing on the on-demand cutting line automation. This work is based on the on-demand production 
line build for the Hilding Anders Baltic factory. Hilding Anders Baltic produces around 1,3 million mattress covers every year, 
around 5%-10% is on-demand products. The main focus Pf this paper is on fabric handling automation – how to make it 
quicker and easier.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Today customers want to design and differ, they want 
to have the products quickly and cheap. As the 
mass-market apparel sector moves to a 
demand-focused, agile supply model and labor costs 
increase, automation will play an important role in 
increasing labor efficiency, throughput, and 
flexibility.(1) The win with on-demand is two-fold: 
the customers are getting what they want, and the 
brand only has to make exactly what they want. That 
means little waste, no excess inventory and no 
accounts receivable risk. Tomorrow’s successful 
apparel companies will be those that take the lead to 
enhance the apparel value chain on two fronts: 
nearshoring and automation. (1) To date, however, the 
apparel industry is lagging behind other sectors when 
it comes to automation. For example, in automotive, 
the most automated sector, about seven times more 
industrial robots are installed than in apparel; in the 
electronics industry, it is about four times more.(1) 
This research is little step forward for apparel industry 
automation towards to industry 4.0.  
 
The main questions of this paper are: 
 What needs to be to be automated in fabric 

spreading and cutting to make sewing preparation 
quick for the on-demand production line? 

 What are the factory requirements for the storage 
robot? 

 What are the factory requirements for the cutter? 
 What kind of developments needs to be done that 

the cutter would correspond to the apparel 
industry need? 

The research method used in this study is “Design 
Science” (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7),(8). The purpose of 
design science is to create innovations that define 
ideas, practices, technical capabilities and products, 
which help to analyze, design, implement, manage, 
and use the systems more effectively and efficiently 
(2). The result of design science research is an artifact, 
which provides a solution for the formulated problem, 

and its research should provide new data on the 
research topic itself (3) (9).  
 
II. SEWING PREPARATION 

 

The garment production process involves many steps: 
Design → Pattern design → Sample making → 
Production pattern → Grading → Marker Making → 
Spreading → Cutting → Sorting → Sewing → 
Inspection → Finishing → Final inspection → 
Packing → Shipping. 
 
This paper concentrates on fabric spreading and 
cutting as they are one of the most time-consuming 
processes on the on-demand production compared 
with mass production. 
 
The phrase "on-demand manufacturing“ is a 
manufacturing process wherein goods are produced 
when or as they are required. In traditional 
manufacturing, an assembly line works on standard 
shifts to produce large quantities of products, which 
are then kept in storage facilities until they are ready 
for shipping. With manufacturing on demand, the 
system is a bit different — scalable and adjustable 
assembly and manufacturing processes work to 
complete customized packages based on real-time or 
current data from a client.(10) 
 
This research is based on industrial solution built into 
the mattress cover factory. This research can be 
carried to other apparel factories who are producing 
on-demand products or small quantity orders from 
many different types of fabrics. 
 
III. CURRENT PROCESS 

 
The biggest problem in on-demand production line is 
fabric handling (transportation from/to warehouse) 
and cutting. The average length of the cutting file is 
3,2m per one mattress cover, which means that after 
every 3,2m the fabric roll needs to be changed in 
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cutting table and next roll brought from the 
warehouse.In the company where the research was 
conducted, there was up to 150 different fabrics being 
used every day. Those 150 rolls need to be: 
 ordered from warehouse to the cutting area 
 unwrapped from the protective plastic bag 
 placed to the rack for cutting 
 cut 
 take off from the rack after cutting 
 wrapped to the plastic bag, so that they would not 

catch the dirt (Figure1) 
 used meterage marked to the label of the roll.  
 
It had raised the question: What needs to be to be 
automated in fabric spreading and cutting to make 
sewing preparation quick for the on-demand 
production line? 
 

 
Figure1. Wrappedfabricrolls 

 
IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STORAGE 
ROBOT 

 

The company needed a fabric change system which 

would provide an automatic workflow from the roll 
provision via the automatic, programmed roll change 
to the spreading of fabric to the cutter. There are some 
fabric storage solutions available, but they did not fit 
to the factory need. Foremost because they did not fit 
150 rolls and more fabrics. 
The factory requirements for the storage system: 
 Storage of rolls on shafts with gear for 

automatic feeding and rewinding 
 Winding direction changeable 
 Number of rolls in the storage robot up to 225 

rolls 
 Automatic loading system to load rolls directly 

on the cutting table 
 Different diameters for the fabric rolls (24, 34 

and 50), with automatic diameter detection to 
place the roll to the appropriate storage location 

 Stock control software including registration of 
roll length, roll width, batch number, location, 
etc. 

 Fast roll changes due to preparation of the next 
roll while the previous one is being processed 
on the cutting table 

 
According to the specification the fabric change 
system was built (Error!  Reference  source  not 
found.).  
The robot storage system utilized a servo driven gantry 
robot for fully automatic roll handling. Each roll is 
stored on a shaft, which is placed in a rack. Multiple 
racks are positioned in a row, and the robot can 
transport the rolls from any rack location to either the 
process location near the cutting table, to the loading 
or unloading area of the storage, or to a different 
storage location. This storage facility provides a fast, 
flexible, and space efficient storage solution when 
many roll changes are required and changing times 
between rolls need to be short. (11) 
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IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CUTTER 
 
The factory requirements for the cutter: 
 single ply cutter. The product quantity produced 

in the on-demand production line is up to 5 items. 
The best fabric consumption for such quantities is 
achieved with single ply layout. 

 with conveyor belt. The conveyor belt allows to 
cutsimultaneously without human interaction, the 
whole fabric roll. 

 would be capable to cut fabric rolls up to 220cm 
wide. The fabrics used in furniture industry are 
wide, up to 250cm. The majority of the fabrics are 
between 140cm and 220cm wide.  The product 
range which is produced in on-demand line does 
not use fabrics wider than 220cm. 

 would not use paper and plastic. For the 
sustainable production it is important that the 
cutter would not use paper as the lowest layer and 
plastic as the upper layer. In many cutters the 
plastic is used to make vacuum environment for 
the cut pieces, so that they would not move on the 
table. 

 would be quick. The machine needs to be quick. 
Most of the pieces are 3200mm long. 

 
Kongsberg cutter had fitted the best to the 
requirements, but it is developed for packaging 
industry. The developments for the cutter were made 
to fit for tha apparel market (see paragraph 0). 
 
Another big issue with cutter development was the 
input format for the cut files. CAD program Optitex 

Marker is missing driver for the Kongsberg cutter. The 
only possibility was to cut the dxf files. 
 
Unfortunately, Optitex Marker export tool does not 
separate text layer, notch layer and cut layer. 
 
The research found the work around. It included of 
changing ini file and placing cut lines already in 
pattern making program to the separate layer.In the 
end it was possible to export files out from marker 
program to Kongsberg cutter.  
 
EVALUATION - CUTTER DEVELOPMENT 
FOR THE APPAREL MARKET 

 

The Kongsberg C-machine is developed for packaging 
industry. There was need to make several 
modifications with the cutter: 
 The C-machine offers two different tool positions, 
P1 and P2, where different interchangeable tools can 
be mounted. The apparel industry uses two different 
tools for cutting: 
 RotaCut for piece outlines 
 and Oscillating Knife Tool for the notches 

(small lines with the length 0,3-1,0 cm) 
By default, both tools are configured to work on the 
position P2. This means that the RotaCut and 
Oscillating Knife Tool should be changed during 
cutting. This cannot be done because it is time 
consuming and impossible from software point of 
view. 
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For the On-Demand production line the development 
was made which is allowing to positionVibraCut to 
position P1 and RotaCut to position P2 (Error! 
Reference source not found.). 
 The previous development of the tools had caused 
new issue with the cutter. If the cutting job is longer 
than the cutting area then the cutting is divided 
between several cutting windows. After tool position 
development the machine stopped before the second 
cutting window if the second cutting window did not 
haveOscillating Knife Tool work. Another 
development was made which is allowing cutting the 
pieces perfectly. 
 The cutter was not cutting files which had length 
between 328,6-334cm, either it did not offer splice 
lines to divide work between different windows. New 
development was made which allows to cut all the files 
with different lengths. 
 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS  
 
The on-demand production line to the mattress cover 
factory was built with two years (Error!  Reference 
source  not  found.).  Eleven months the first stage 
research was carried – different cutter analyses and 
storage system requirements collected. The storage 
system was built with 1 year and 3 months. The cutter 
implementation and improvements were made with 9 
months.  
Still there are further developments needed with the 
cutter. 
 
A. Cutter software 
The weakest point of Kongsberg C-machine is the 
software. Some examples: 
 At the end of the cutting the cutter should cut 
through the fabric roll. There is no option to do that. 
There is workaround - a separate cut file needs to be 
created which consist one straight line with the length 
of the felt width. To cut through the fabric at the end of 
the job the operator needs to start new job with the 
straight line (Error! Reference source not found.). 
 The software does not allow taking out day or week 
statistics. Example, how many cut files were cut, time 
for cutting, etc 
 One of the file formats which Kongsberg C-machine 
uses for cutting is DXF. Inside of every DXF file 
which is exported from apparel CAD program is 
defined material type. Fabric type identification should 
be possible from dxf file which would allow to start 
cutting right away after the cutting job is inserted. At 
the moment the operator needs to choose cutting 
profiles manually. This option is available for the cut 
files which are made in Esko packaging software. 
 
B. Cutter tools 
The current pre-glider does not allow cutting quilted 
fabrics nor very thick fabrics (over 6mm thick). The 
pre-glider for the RotaCut tool needs to be in two 

different sizes allowing cutting ticker materials. 
Additionally, the RotaCut head needs to be 
reengineered in a way which would allow to clean the 
head from threads. It has caused 4 times in a year 
replacement of the tool (the price of the tool €5000 
-6000). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The research answers the question: 
How to automate sewing preparation? 
To solve this issue, assisting questions were posed. The 
answers given below sum up the research findings of 
this paper. The sequence of research questions is listed 
in Chapter 0.  
Q1: To make sewing preparation quick for the 
on-demand production line is needed: 
 storage robot system which is changing fabric rolls 
according to the operator demand 
 feeder 
 single-ply cutter 
Q2: The most important requirements for the storage 
system: 
 Storage of rolls on shafts with gear for automatic 
feeding and rewinding 
 Winding direction changeable 
 Number of rolls in the storage robot up to 225 rolls 
 Automatic loading system to load rolls directly on 
the cutting table 
 Different diameters for the fabric rolls (24, 34 and 
50). 
Q3: The most important requirements for the cutter: 
 single ply cutter. 
 with conveyor belt 
 would be capable to cut fabric rolls up to 220cm 
wide.  
 would not use paper and plastic 
 would be quick.  
Q3: The cutter required many software and hardware 
improvements because it is developed for the 
packaging industry. The most important was 
development which is allowing to positionVibraCut to 
position P1 and RotaCut to position P2. 
The main result of this paper is cutting line automation. 
The next step is to automate work processes - cut file 
opening and work / material reporting to the ERP 
system.  
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